The success rate of gene therapy depends on the efficient transfection of genetic material into cells. The golden mean between harmlessness and high effectiveness can be provided by synthetic lipid-like molecules that are similar to the components of biological membranes. Cationic gemini surfactants are one such moiety and because of their favourable physicochemical properties (double positive electric charge, reduced toxicity, low values of critical micelle concentration), they show great potential as delivery system components for genetic material in gene therapy. The aim of this study was to investigate the process of the complexation of cationic gemini surfactants with nucleic acids: double-stranded DNA of different sizes (21 bp,~185 bp,~20 kbp) and siRNA (21 bp). The tested series of dicationic surfactants consists of bis-imidazolium quaternary salts with varying lengths of hydrophobic side chains (m = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16). On the basis of the data obtained by circular dichroism spectroscopy and electrophoresis, we concluded that the studied gemini surfactants with long side chains effectively bind nucleic acids at low concentrations, which leads to the formation of stable lipoplexes. Images obtained by atomic force microscopy also confirmed the formation of vesicular structures, i.e., complexes between DNA and surfactants. The cytotoxicity of selected surfactants was also tested on HeLa cells. The surfactant toxicity significantly depends on surfactant geometry (the length of hydrophobic chain).
Introduction
Modern therapeutic approaches should not focus solely on treating the symptoms and mitigating the effects but also extend to the molecular origins of disease. Knowledge of the aetiology of a particular disease can enable the correction of organism's dysfunction, stop the disease's progression and (sometimes) even completely undo its effects without the side effects associated modifies the physicochemical properties of gemini surfactants [13, 14] . Consequently, the most common aspect investigated in gemini surfactant-based vectors is the influence of spacer length on the ability to bind nucleic acids [18, 21, 22] . The aspect of side chains length is though scattered throughout different studies, focusing mostly on amphiphiles containing between 12 and 18 carbons in chains. For example, a series of surfactants denoted as 12-s-12 with spacer length s = 3, 6 and 12 carbon atoms has been tested as a vehicle for transporting siRNA [22, 23] . A series of surfactants denoted as 12-s-12 with a wider range of linker lengths, i.e., s = 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16 and 16-3-16 , have been investigated as complexing agents for plasmid DNA [24] . Additionally, another group of surfactants denoted as 16-s-16 and 16:1-s-16:1 with s = 2, 3, 6 (where 16:1 signifies a 16-carbon chain with one double bond) have been reported as good reagents for mediating DNA transfection [25] . Lipoplexes consisting of different dicationic compounds, where m = 12, s = 3, 12 and m = 18:1 (oleyl); s = 2, 3, 6; and salmon sperm DNA have also been characterized [26] . In addition, cationic gemini surfactants containing polyoxyethylene spacers (with oxyethylene repeats of different lengths (C 2 H 4 O) n , where n = 1, 2 or 3) have been tested as improved transfecting agents of plasmid DNA in cancer cells [27] .
The aim of our work was to investigate the influence of the hydrophobic alkoxymethyl side chain length of gemini surfactants on the ability to effectively bind nucleic acids and form stable complexes, which could potentially be used for future therapeutic tests. Therefore, we tested a series of dicationic surfactants with chains of different polymethylene lengths, with m ranging from 5 to 16. The series of dicationic surfactants consisted of bis-imidazolium quaternary salts because it has been reported that an amphiphile-containing imidazolium moiety exhibits low toxicity and is more likely to be applicable as a synthetic vector [21] . For example, a series of imidazolium-based surfactants, hexadecyl chains and spacer groups with s = 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 have been examined as vectors for plasmid DNA [21] . In gene therapy, a variety of forms of nucleic acids (circular or linear DNA as well as siRNA) have been used; their size and form depends on the particular disease-treatment procedure. Therefore, to investigate the process of complexation thoroughly, four different nucleic acids were tested: DNA varying in size (21 bp,~185 bp, 20 kbp) and siRNA (21 bp) . To evaluate the above-described synthetic vectors as delivery systems for gene therapy, experiments using agarose gel electrophoresis, cytotoxicity tests, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were carried out. The insight that we obtained into the physico-chemical properties of obtained lipoplexes has proven to be essential to understanding the link between efficiency and low cytotoxicity while also elucidating the behaviour of lipoplexes in the biological environment.
Materials and Methods
A series of dicationic gemini surfactants 1,5-bis(1-imidazolilo-3-alkoxymethyl) pentane dichloride were synthesized according to a procedure reported previously [28] and were a generous gift from dr Andrzej Skrzypczak (Poznań University of Technology, Poland). Surfactants differ in the length of alkoxymethyl side chains, ranging from pentanoxymethyl to hexadecyloxymethyl, as indicated by their designations (C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C11, C12, C14 and C16). The chemical structures of the gemini surfactants studied are presented in Fig 1. The ability to form complexes was tested on four different nucleic acids. Two types of model nucleic acid from salmon sperm, specifically low molecular weight DNA (~185 bp) and high-molecular-weight DNA (~20 kbp), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Small doublestranded DNA and RNA oligomers consisting of 21 base pairs were purchased from FUTURE Synthesis (Poland). All of the nucleic acids were used without further treatment.
Lipoplex preparation
The lipoplexes were prepared by directly mixing gemini surfactant solutions with nucleic acid solutions in a volume ratio 1:1, keeping the concentration of the latter constant to obtain specific values for the p/n ratio, which is defined as the ratio of positive (gemini surfactants) to negative electric charge (nucleic acids). The studies were conducted for the following set of p/n values: 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 . These values correspond to the following molar concentrations of gemini surfactants: 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2, 2.4, 3.2, 4, 4.8, 5.6, 6.4, 7.2, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 mM. Solutions of nucleic acids were prepared by dissolving powdered nucleic acids in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) to obtain starting concentrations of 38 μM of 21 bp nucleic acids, 4.3 μM of 185 bp DNA and 0.04 μM of 20 kbp DNA. Homogenous 32 mM solutions of all of the studied gemini surfactants were prepared by dissolving crystalline powders in dH 2 O; this was followed by 5 minutes of sonication at 50°C. Next, series of dilutions were prepared covering concentrations ranging from 32 mM to 0.4 mM. All of the samples were incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature prior to measurement.
Electrophoresis
The binary surfactants/nucleic acids systems were subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis in the presence of ethidium bromide (0.5 μg/ml). To achieve good separation, 0.8% gels were prepared for the high-molecular-weight DNA, 1.5% gels for low-molecular-weight DNA and 2% gels for 21 base-pair DNA and RNA. All of the gels were prepared by dissolving appropriate amounts of agarose in Tris/Borate/EDTA (TBE) buffer (90 mM Tris base, 90 mM boric acid, 2 mM disodium EDTA, pH 8). Loading solution consisting of 0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% orange G and 40% glucose in a 1× TBE buffer was added at a volume of 4 μl per 20 μl sample. The 10 μl samples were placed in gel wells, including the reference samples, which contained pure nucleic acid solutions and a wide-range DNA marker (Sigma Aldrich). Electrophoresis was carried out at 120 V for 1 h or until the dye approached the bottom of the gel. The gels were illuminated using a standard UV transilluminator and 300 nm wavelength radiation; the electrophoretic mobility patterns obtained were recorded using a Syngene G:BOX imaging system.
Circular dichroism spectroscopy
To determine whether structural changes in DNA or RNA occurred upon binding of cationic surfactants to nucleic acids, circular dichroism spectra were recorded on a J-815 JASCO spectropolarimeter. All CD measurements were carried out at room temperature (25 ± 1°C) using a 1 mm quartz cuvette. Scans were obtained in the UV range between 220 and 350 nm, at a scan rate of 100 nm/min with bandwidth of 1 nm and integration time of 2 s. Each time, five subsequent spectra were averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The background CD spectrum recorded for the buffer solution was subtracted from the samples spectra, which were then smoothed using the Savitzky-Golay function over 9 points. All of the data were analysed using Spectra Manager II (Jasco) and Origin software.
Atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been used to observe the topography and shape of complexes composed of nucleic acids and surfactants. The sample solutions (5 μl) were adsorbed on a freshly cleaved mica surface, rinsed with dH 2 O and dried at room temperature (25 ± 1°C) before visualization. Samples were examined in intermittent air contact mode by diInnova (Veeco) AFM with a large-area, closed-loop scanner (100×100 μm). For this purpose, PPP-NCLR (Nanosensors) silicon micro-cantilevers with tip radius below 7 nm were used. The recorded AFM images were analysed using Gwyddion software (version 2.31) [29] .
MTT assay
Cytotoxicity of the studied gemini surfactants at various concentrations was determined using the standard MTT Cell Proliferation Assay Kit (Cayman Chemicals, Michigan, USA), based on protocol described by Mossmann [30] , and HeLa cell line. The cells were cultivated using a standard protocol [31] , at 37°C, 85% relative humidity, and 5% CO 2 , in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS. Cells were seeded into 96-well plates and they were incubated with the appropriate solutions of surfactant diluted with standard cell culture medium in proportion 1:100, for 1 h and then visualised with Zeiss Axiovert microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). After applying MTT assay protocol, absorbance at 570 nm was measured using Tecan Infinite 200 pro microplate reader (Männedorf, Switzerland).
Results and Discussion
The first technique, which was used to characterise the process of lipoplex formation, was agarose gel electrophoresis in the presence of ethidium bromide. This technique is fairly basic and elementary, yet it provides valuable information about tested systems (e.g. on the success of lipoplex formation). Therefore, it was applied in our studies as a preliminary trial for judging both which surfactants and at which values of p/n charge ratios form complexes with particular forms of nucleic acids. Once a stable complex of surfactant and nucleic acid is formed, the complex does not migrate under applied voltage. For tested lipoplexes, the p/n charge ratio range was limited to values from 0.5 to 40 because of the possible cytotoxicity of the studied surfactants at higher concentrations. This corresponds to the maximum tested concentration of a surfactant studied equal to 16 mM. The results of the electrophoresis experiments performed on lipoplexes formed in systems consisting of surfactant C12 with either one small 21 bp DNA or one high-molecular-weight DNA (20 kbp) are presented in Fig 2. The standard sample-DNA molecular weight marker is visible in the first lane in both images, enabling a determination of the mass of nucleic acid located in the subsequent lanes. The pure nucleic acid solutions were also used as reference samples, and based on those samples, the natural electrophoretic mobility of DNA and RNA was evaluated. For binary systems prepared on the basis of 21 base pair DNA oligomers (Fig 2a) , we observed no formation of complexes with charge ratios between 0.5 and 3 in which the effective interactions between the surfactant and the nucleic acid were insufficient. In the case of the sample characterized by p/n = 4, the majority of the DNA oligomer was unable to migrate through the gel and remained in the well, indicating that the DNA was located in a complex with the surfactant, although some traces of free DNA molecules were still visible. For higher surfactant concentration, i.e., values of p/n > 5, stable complexes were formed and the entire DNA package was bounded. Complete complex formation is extremely important because, like most biological molecules, DNA in its free form is degraded rapidly in the body, which may cause an immune response [32, 33] . Its encapsulation into a delivery system provides protection from nucleases, therefore increasing circulation time and permitting accumulation at the desired destination. The same surfactant (C12) appeared to be more efficient in the case of the largest DNA tested (20 kbp Fig 2a) because partial complexation was visible in the sample with p/n = 3 and full complexation was visible in the sample with p/n = 4.
Analogously, the investigation was conducted throughout the range of concentrations for all tested dicationic surfactants with four different nucleic acids. The results of electrophoretic tests for all of the studied lipoplexes are summarized in Table 1 . demonstrating the relationship between the charge ratios p/n and the formation of stable complexes. For samples in which only partial complexation occurred (such as in the sample C12/DNA_21 bp, p/n = 4), the point was not taken into account.
Based on the obtained results, we concluded that surfactants with short side chains, i.e., those containing fewer than 9 carbon atoms (nonyloxymethyl side chain group) in the side chains, were completely ineffective at binding any nucleic acids in the tested range of concentration. Increasing the p/n ratio could possibly lead to complex formation, but it would also increase the toxicity of the lipoplexes, which contradicts our goals. The first signs of complex formation were visible for surfactant C9, for which the complexes with 20 kbp DNA were formed at p/n = 14, with 185 bp DNA at p/n = 25 and 21 bp nucleic acids at p/n = 30. In the case of this surfactant, the biggest difference in the complexation of various nucleic acids was observed. One explanation for this result may be that C9 surfactant leads to the partial complexation of nucleic acid in a wide range of p/n values, a result that is visible in Fig 3 .
An increased concentration of the surfactant in the system have caused an increase in the size of the nucleic acid, which would mean that some surfactant molecules interact with DNA and disable nucleic acid molecules from moving with their natural electrophoretic mobility. This phenomenon can be seen in the p/n range 12-25; therefore, the boundary conditions were assessed for 100% of free DNA molecules in the system with p/n = 10, whereas those conditions were assessed for 100% of the DNA in the complex with p/n = 30. This behaviour was characteristic for only the C9 surfactant; for example, for small oligomers, the estimated size changes were in the range of 30-1500 bp, based on the smearing electrophoretic pattern obtained.
The longer the side chains, the more efficient surfactants were at forming complexes and the differences among the binding processes of nucleic acids of different sizes was narrower. The addition of two methyl groups to the side chains significantly improved the surfactant's binding ability; thus, the C11 surfactant had bound high-molecular-weight DNA at charge ratio p/n = 5, a low MW DNA at p/n = 8 and oligonucleotides (21bp siRNA and dsDNA) at p/n = 8. The result is interesting: the length of the side chains of the surfactants reached its optimum at 12 carbon atoms in alkyl chains (dodecyloxymethyl side chain group) because C12 surfactant was the most efficient at complexing all of the tested nucleic acids. The p/n values required for 100% complex formation were 4 for both low and high MW salmon-sperm DNA and 5 for both of the oligomers tested. For longer side chains, the required quantity of surfactant to bind nucleic acids needed to be higher, especially in the case of high MW salmon-sperm DNA (p/n = 12 for C14, p/n = 10 for C16).
In the literature, the most-studied systems based on gemini surfactants consist of either 16 or 12 methylene groups in the side chains [27, 34] ; the most explored aspects of these systems are the influence of the length of the spacer group [35, 36] and recently, the character of both spacer [37] and side chains [38] . A few papers have noted the strong dependence of side-chain length on CMC values [34] , but a thorough investigation of the correlation between side-chain length and the possible application of those chains as vectors for gene therapy has not been published. Nevertheless, it is well known that for high effectiveness, a spacer group of optimum length is required [18, 21] . Therefore, the absence of a simple, linear dependence on side-chain length is unsurprising.
Another conclusion, which has arisen from electrophoretic experiments, is that the size of the nucleic acid used also affects the process of complexation. Thus, for short nucleic acids, Table 1 . Summary of the results of electrophoretic experiments on the studied series of gemini surfactants and all nucleic acids tested, demonstrating the relationship between the charge ratio p/n characterizing the systems and the formation of stable complexes. Denotation 20 kbp indicates the complete complex formation in the case of 20 kbp salmon-sperm DNA, denotation 185 bp shows under which conditions complexes were formed with low-molecular-weight salmon-sperm DNA (185 bp), and denotation 21 bp designates the complexes in systems with the smallest tested nucleic acids (both 21 bp DNA and RNA). complexation occurs for higher values of p/n ratios and the longer nucleotide sequences, the lower the values of p/n for which stable complexes were formed. For example, C14 surfactant was effective at a charge ratio of 12 for both 21 base-pair DNA and RNA oligomers, for larger DNA at a p/n of 8 and for the high-molecular-weight DNA (20 kbp) at p/n = 5. This can be explained by the condensation of larger DNA, which results in the DNA's effective charge being much lower than DNA's actual overall charge [38, 39] . For smaller molecules, the effective charge that can interact with negatively charged surfactant molecules is probably more or less equal to the overall charge of the entire DNA molecule. Additionally, the smallest tested nucleic acids, i.e., RNA and DNA oligomers, have been proven to be equally effective, although the destination and the mechanism to achieve the therapeutic effect is different in their case. This may indicate that only the negative charges play a role in the process of complexation regardless of the type of nucleic acid and the specific base-pair sequence. Generally, other authors have also noted that lipoplex structure not only is determined by the properties of amphiphilic molecules but also is less dependent on nucleic-acid characteristics [40] . Many studies have discussed that the distance between the positive charges (located at the nitrogen atoms of the imidazolium rings) is crucial to the interactions with the negative charge of the nucleic acids' phosphate group for forming the complexes [41] . In the case of studied series of dicationic surfactant, the spacer group should not be in the U-shape pointed toward the hydrophobic interior because it has been shown that the minimum length is more than 12 carbon atoms for that configuration [24] . Accordingly, we can assume that the distance between positive charges in all of the studied surfactant molecules is the same and therefore, the observed effect is attributed only to the length of the side chains. In the literature, the objects of study have been primarily surfactants with various lengths or types of spacer groups [27, 33, 36] , all of which contain long aliphatic side chains that primarily consist of 12 [24, 42] , 14 [43] or 16 [24, 36] carbon atoms in chains. Nevertheless, a thorough investigation of the influence of sidechain length is still needed. Only partial information has been provided in previous studies: for example, higher transfection efficiency was proven in cases of 16-3-16 than in cases of an entire series of 12-n-12 surfactants, but the authors connected it with the higher CMC value of the latter [24] . In addition, Zhou et al. [44] have noted that hydrophobic interaction plays an important role in the process of DNA condensation in the case of other bis-imidazolium surfactants (n = 10, 12, 14) , and have demonstrated that the longer the tails, the less surfactant needed to form the complex. After preliminary analysis, four of our surfactants (C11, C12, C14 and C16) were selected for further examination using circular dichroism spectroscopy. This technique is used to determine the conformational changes in DNA caused by the interactions with the studied gemini surfactants. The observed CD signal derives solely from the DNA base arrangements because the surfactant molecules do not make any contribution. The studied p/n range was further limited to values from 0.5 to 20, to reduce the cytotoxicity of formed lipoplexes in future applications for transfection. Therefore, the maximum tested concentration of surfactant was 8 mM. The values of the lowest surfactant concentrations and corresponding p/n ratios, both of which cause stable and complete complex formation, are summarized in Table 2 .
In Fig 4 , an exemplary CD spectral behaviour for binary studied systems of low-molecularweight salmon-sperm DNA (185 bp) and surfactant C14 is presented . Fig 4a shows both the spectra that were recorded before reaching the full level of complexation and the spectrum obtained for the sample characterized by p/n = 6, which, based on the electrophoretic experiments, was the first sample containing 100% complexes. The spectrum recorded for the reference system, which was a 2 μM solution of DNA without the addition of the surfactant (violet curve), was characterized by a maximum at 278 nm and a minimum at 245 nm, with an intersecting point at 260 nm. These spectral features are indicative of the DNA molecules that form the typical native B-form in solution [26, [45] [46] [47] . Even a small addition of studied gemini surfactant to the system was reflected in the CD spectral features. Based on Fig 4a, upon approach- ing the boundary conditions, the negative band increased simultaneously with a gradual decrease in the intensity of the maximum peak, and the spectra shifted towards a higher wavelength. For values of charge ratio 0.5 and 0.75, only the increase of the negative band and the decrease of the positive band were observed. For samples with higher surfactant content, both redshift and changes in intensity were detected. For p/n = 1, the shift of the spectrum was on the order of 2 nm, whereas for higher charge ratios p/n from 1 to 6, it reached 6 nm.
Additionally, the changes in the intensity of bands were progressive and for p/n = 6, the decrease in the intensity of the negative band reached 80% (20% of the initial value of the reference DNA solution) and the increase in the intensity of the positive band rose by 60%. The collapse of the positive band used to be wrongly attributed to the transition to the C-form of DNA, but more likely it is connected with forming the B-form with 10.2 base pairs per turn instead of the usual 10.4 [48] . The C-form would require a decrease in the negative band at 245 nm, which was not observed in our measurements. The other possibility is the transition of DNA into the highly condensed ψ-form [35, 48] , which is characterized by the following CD features: enhanced negative ellipticity, an overall shift of the bands towards higher wavelengths, flattening of the positive band and the appearance of long "tails" above 300 nm. The observed changes were not very pronounced and thus, they have been attributed to the condensation of nucleic acid and the changes in the hydration shell of the phosphate groups of DNA [44] following addition of surfactants to the system. It is likely that the monomer-monomer repulsion of DNA is also diminished by the cationic surfactants [16] . Fig 4b presents the CD spectra recorded for samples in which 100% of the nucleic acid are in a complex based on gel electrophoresis. This plot also contains both the reference DNA spectrum and the spectrum recorded for the system at p/n = 6, which was the boundary ratio for complex formation. For the systems with higher surfactant content, the redshift was in the order of 3 nm; the negative ellipticity was still increased by 60% but the positive ellipticity was also increased, reaching 50% of its initial value (obtained for the reference-DNA solution). CD spectra were unaltered even with the further addition of amphiphilic compound to the system. This characteristic implies that the nucleic acid had reached optimum conformation, and hence further increase in surfactant concentration did not affect its spatial arrangement. Probably, after the formation of complexes with DNA, the surfactant molecules were interacting with only themselves in more peripheral layers of formed complexes. Fig 5 presents the CD spectra obtained for systems with low molecular salmon-sperm DNA (185 bp) and the selected, most promising surfactants C11, C12 C14 and C16. The overall tendency was similar for all mixed systems. Surfactant C11 (Fig 5a) added to DNA solution at low concentration caused a decrease in the positive band, an increase in the negative band and a redshift in the order of 2 nm. For the boundary conditions for this surfactant (p/n = 4), the changes were extreme and the spectrum was characterized by a maximum at 280 nm and a minimum at 250 nm, with an intersecting point at 267 nm. Additionally, the intensity of the positive ellipticity was reduced by more than 50% and the negative was increased by 20%. After reaching the complexation, the spectral changes were nullified but not to the level of the initial reference spectrum recorded for DNA solution. For p/n ratios higher then 10, recorded spectra were characterized by a redshift of 2 nm, with a slightly increased negative band and positive bands reaching 58% of their initial value.
A similar spectral behaviour was observed in a system based on C12 surfactant (Fig 5b) , with the exception of lack of an increase in negative ellipticity in the spectrum obtained for the sample with the boundary conditions for complex formation, i.e., p/n = 3. For higher concentrations (p/n > 4), the optimum conformation of DNA was reached and the position and ellipticity of the bands remained unchanged. In case of the surfactant with the longest tails C16 (Fig  5d) the tendency was the same; however, the changes were more pronounced. For a system at p/n value of 6, the positive band in the CD spectrum was shifted by 6 nm, the negative band by 5 nm and the intersecting point by 15 nm, whereas the intensity of the negative ellipticity was doubled and the intensity of the positive ellipticity reached only 23% of the value obtained for the DNA solution. After complexation, the changes again progressed towards the reference spectrum, stabilizing at a point characterized by a maximum at 281 nm with half the intensity value, a minimum at 249 nm increased by 60% and the point of intersection at 268 nm. This characteristic suggests the condensation of nucleic acid, perhaps in ψ-form, because similar spectra have been reported for this highly condensed form of DNA [35, 46] . Analogously, Fig 6 presents selected sets of spectra for systems with surfactants that contain long side chains (undecyloxymetyl, dodecyloxymetyl, tetradecyloxymetyl and hexadecyloxymetyl) and 20 kbp DNA. The circular dichroism spectrum of high-molecular-weight DNA solution was characterized by a maximum at 274 nm and a minimum at 245 nm, with the crossover point at 257 nm. These values indicated the native B-form of the DNA. For systems based on C11, C12 and C14 dicationic surfactants (Fig 6a, 6b and 6c, respectively) , with their increasing concentration, a decrease in both bands and an overall redshift was observed. After achieving the level of complete complex formation (p/n = 3 or 4), the changes regressed. Most likely, the interaction between nucleic acid and gemini surfactant did not disturb the overall conformation of DNA, and the DNA's structural integrity was retained. The observed alterations of the CD spectra originated from the modification of the DNA arrangement, such as the number of base pairs per helix and/or base angle relative to the helix axis [49] caused by changes in the hydration level and the condensation process of the nucleic acid chain [44] . A slightly different situation was visible in the case of C16 surfactant (Fig 6d) , for which the negative ellipticity increased with increasing surfactant content and over p/n = 4, the CD spectra remained unaltered. For this system, either a conformational transition of DNA or the existence of a transition phase leading to the highly condensed phase are probable.
In general, the addition of studied dicationic surfactant molecules caused significant changes in the features of CD spectra. Both the negative and positive ellipticities' values were affected, although the alterations of the positive band seemed to be more pronounced. Fig 6e  presents the position of the maximum spectra for systems as a function of charge ratios. This band is connected with base pair stacking with chirality and is sensitive to the level of hydration of the DNA helix [44] . For the solution of DNA, the band was located at 276 nm and even a Fig 5. CD spectra of lipoplexes with low-molecular-weight DNA (185 base pairs). Lipoplexes based on surfactant C11 (a), C12 (b), C14 (C) and C16 (d) at different p/n ratios. For reasons of clarity, only selected spectra are plotted, and dotted lines were used for spectra after reaching the complexation level (those spectra are denoted based on electrophoresis results). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144373.g005 Fig 6. CD spectra of lipoplexes with high-molecular-weight DNA (20 kbp). Lipoplexes based on surfactant C11 (a), C12 (b), C14 (C) and C16 (d) at different p/n ratios. For reasons of clarity, only selected spectra are plotted, and dotted lines were used for spectra after reaching the complexation level (denoted based on electrophoresis results). The dependence of the system's charge ratios on the location of the positive band of CD spectra for surfactants with the longest aliphatic side chains (C12, C14 and C16) (e).
small addition of surfactant caused a shift towards a higher wavelength. This may have been the result of an ion exchange, with sodium ions adsorbed on the DNA surface. Increasing concentration of surfactants in the systems led to further redshift of this band until it reached a plateau. The position of the band steadied at 280 nm for C12 surfactant, at~284 nm for C14 surfactant and at~286 nm for C16 surfactant. The observed changes are explained by dehydration and/or neutralization of the phosphate group of nucleic acid and by the tightening of the base pair geometry upon the addition of surfactants and complex formation. This analysis has shown that the changes in the hydration shell of DNA correspond well with the results of electrophoretic tests because the abrupt shift of the positive band appeared at p/n = 5 for C14 and at p/n = 6 for C16. In the case of the C12 surfactant, the shift of the maximum even preceded the complete complex formation, and the plateau was reached at p/n = 2.
Circular dichroism spectra were also recorded for the smallest tested nucleic acid samples, i.e., DNA duplex and siRNA, both consisting of 21 base pairs. The results for the system based on the most efficient surfactant with dodecyloxymethyl side chains are presented in Fig 7. For DNA oligonucleotide solution, the CD spectrum (Fig 7a) was characterized by a maximum at 281 nm and a minimum at 247 nm, with an intersecting point at 262 nm. These values were slightly shifted towards higher wavelengths, and the spectrum was extended compared to the above-described spectra of low-and high-molecular-weight DNA. Nevertheless, this characteristic still points out on a typical B-form DNA in solution. The observed changes are the consequence of a specific base-pair sequence of this oligonucleotide. The addition of dicationic surfactant in quantities that did not lead to complex formation influenced the CD characteristic remotely. Essentially, only the positive ellipticity was decreased. For a system with higher surfactant content (p/n = 4), the positive band was flattened, whereas the intensity of the negative ellipticity was almost doubled and the band was shifted to~252 nm. Further addition of surfactant, beyond the level of complex formation led only to a subsequent increase in the negative band's intensity. This may be an indicative of the formation of the ψ-form of DNA, in which DNA helixes are oriented parallel to each other and are highly condensed [35, 47, 50] .
The spectra recorded for the reference siRNA solution (Fig 7b) was characterised by a dominant positive peak at 260-280 nm, indicating a typical, helical A form of this nucleic acid oligomer in solution [47, 49] . With an increasing surfactant concentration, a slight decrease in the intensity of this characteristic band was visible. For the system at p/n = 4, which is the boundary condition for complex formation, the decrease reached its maximum (~0.8 mdeg). This can be ascribed to destabilization of the base stacking of siRNA [49] . For higher surfactant content, the magnitude of the positive signal in the CD spectrum was increased and progressed to the level between the reference siRNA spectrum and the sample at p/n = 4. The observed changes imply that the siRNA experienced minimal structural changes upon interacting with gemini surfactant and their level indicates maintenance of the native, A-form helix of RNA in the tested range of p/n ratios.
Atomic force microscopy has enabled visualization of the structures formed by high-molecular-weight DNA and complexes based on the most efficient gemini surfactant C12; it has also enabled estimation of the proportions of visualized aggregates. Fig 8 presents AFM images of DNA and lipoplex with the most efficient surfactant, C12 (Fig 8a, 8b and 8d) , at charge ratio (p/n = 6), which ensures complex formation and images of the reference solution, i.e., highmolecular-weight DNA-20 kbp (Fig 8c and 8e) .
For all of the studied surfactants, because of interactions with the substrate surface and problems with the adsorption of prepared solutions, it was not possible to image the reference surfactants solutions. This problem was probably caused by the amphiphilic character and very strong surface activity of gemini surfactants, and therefore, this type of sample should be visualized by measurements in buffer solution. The reference sample/solution of high-molecular-weight salmon-sperm DNA adsorbed on the mica surface (without divalent cations) formed coil-like structures with a spherical shape. To visualize the lipoplexes with C12 surfactant, the system with a charge ratio p/n of 6 was chosen based on the gel electrophoresis results indicating that stable complexes were formed at this value. For this system, observed complexes had a similar spherical shape with a broad size distribution. Several large aggregates were visible and were characterized by their proportions in the z-dimension on the order of 200 nm and their size in the xy dimensions in the order of 500 nm. It is probable that these large aggregates were formed by one or several additional layers of surfactant being built on the complex to avoid both unfavourable hydrophobic interactions and the flattering effect of sample-mica interactions. Medium-and small-size aggregates were selected for further analysis.
On the basis of topographies shown in Fig 8e and 8f with marked cross-section spots and the cross-sections profiles themselves (Fig 8g) , the average size of high-MW DNA and lipoplexes formed with C12 were estimated. The height of the DNA-entangled aggregate was an average of 100 nm, and the size of the lipoplexes was in the range of 30-50 nm. Based on these values, we can conclude that the process of complexation is accompanied by condensation of DNA and therefore, lipoplexes have smaller dimensions than the initial DNA coils. It has been reported previously [38] that the same high-molecular-weight DNA can adsorb on the mica in the form of long strands of DNA with lengths that exceed 500 nm. These findings were in good agreement with those from other studies [51] . For that reason, the imaging was conducted on the system containing DNA and gemini surfactant at low concentration, for which no complexes were formed. AFM images of samples consisting of high-MW DNA and gemini surfactant C6 at a p/n ratio of 0.75 are presented in Fig 9a and 9b. AFM topography revealed the extended fibre-like structures in the sample that proved ineffective at forming complexes with DNA. There were two main types of structures with different sizes. The thinnest fibre-like structures had a height of approximately 1-2 nm and a width of approximately 30 nm, whereas the thicker fibres had a height of 10 nm and a width of approximately 100 nm. These results imply that addition of the studied gemini surfactant caused uncoiling of the DNA strands, although the interactions were insufficient to form a stable complex with nucleic acid. As seen in the phase image (Fig 9b) , the fibre-like structure is not homogeneous, i.e., the material forming the periphery has different mechanical properties than those of the inner material. The phase imaging is explained in terms of the energy dissipation during the contact between the tip and the sample. Therefore, it depends on factors such as viscoelasticity or adhesion and enables visualization of the distribution of different phases within the sample. Therefore, we can conclude that the inner material consists of DNA molecules visible on the phase image as dark fields with a bright layer of surfactants stabilizing the elongated structures on the edges. Similar phase images have been reported for lipoplexes with siRNA, for which cationic complexes were visualized, surrounded by bright coverage formed by PEG molecules [52] . This would confirm the hypothesis that surfactants lead to unfolding of the coil-like structures observed in the reference DNA solution.
The AFM technique has also been applied to visualize the lipoplexes containing DNA duplex consisting of 21 base pairs. Nevertheless, obtaining an AFM image for this DNA's reference solution was not possible, probably because of the small size of this nucleic acid and the limitation of the resolution of the applied measuring setup. In the case of lipoplexes based on surfactant C12, the flattened, spherical structures were mostly small vesicles of *100-150 nm Additionally to structural studies of lipoplexes we also evaluated the cytotoxicity of studied gemini surfactants. For the quantitative analysis of the cytotoxicity by the use of MTT tests were selected four surfactants: C11, C12, C14 and C16 and dose-response curves for each surfactant are presented in Fig 10. As a reference to MTT tests in Fig 10 are also presented the morphology changes of HeLa cells in different concentrations of studied surfactants (denoted as surfactant concentration used in the cell culture).
The observed morphological changes, induced by surfactant present in the cell culture medium, are dependent on the length of surfactant hydrophobic chain. It is worth be noted that the studied surfactants possessing short hydrophobic side chains (e.g. C11) induce significant morphological changes of cells already in a concentration of 20 μM, however surfactant possessing the longest hydrophobic chain (C16) induces similar changes at the concentration of 100 μM. An identical dependence between the geometry and the toxicity of tested surfactants illustrate the results of MTT assays, wherein the observed EC 50 value for surfactant C12 is 19.9 μM, however the surfactant C16 is characterised by EC 50 of 91.3 μM. Such cytotoxicity values promote the studied surfactants for further extensive transfection tests.
Conclusions
The studied gemini surfactants are promising components of new nucleic acid delivery systems for use in gene therapy. To form complexes with nucleic acids, side chains are required to be a particular length. In the case of the tested series of surfactants, the hydrophobic chains need to be longer than 9 carbon atoms (nonyloxymethyl side-chain group), with an optimum value of 12 atoms (dodecyloxymethyl side-chain group), at which the effectiveness of the surfactant that binds various nucleic acids has been the highest. The tested surfactants formed stable complexes with low-and high-molecular-weight salmon-sperm DNA and 21 bp DNA and RNA at specific concentrations, i.e., p/n values. The size of the nucleic acid used also affected the process of complexation. The bigger the nucleic acid molecules, the less amount of amphiphiles were needed to form stable complexes.
Structural changes in the lipoplexes' formations were also observed, with CD spectra showing that as the concentration of gemini surfactants increases, the DNA becomes condensed and most likely maintains its native B-form. However, the formation of a highly condensed ψ phase of DNA cannot be completely excluded. Moreover, for high-MW DNA lipoplex, the formation of the ψ phase is more likely. AFM imaging confirmed the findings of the CD experiments, and the condensation of DNA molecules and spherically shaped complexes were observed. Surfactants that were unable to form stable complexes were proven to interact with DNA by covering elongated DNA structures.
The presented study broadens the understanding of lipoplex formation and the interaction of gemini surfactants with various types of nucleic acids, which hopefully will lead to improvement of the screening of the amphiphilic molecules and prediction of their potential applicability in gene therapy.
